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Abstract – The end-to-end throughput in single flow multi-hop 
Ad Hoc networks decays rapidly with path length. Along the 
path, the success rate of delivering packets towards the 
destination decreases due to higher contention, interference, 
limited buffer size and limited shared bandwidth constraints. 
In such environments the queues fill up faster in nodes closer 
to the source than in the nodes nearer the destination. In order 
to reduce buffer overflow and improve throughput for a 
saturated network, this paper introduces a new MAC protocol 
named Dynamic Queue Utilization Based Medium Access 
Control (DQUB-MAC). The protocol aims to prioritise access 
to the channel for queues with higher utilization and helps in 
achieving higher throughput by rapidly draining packets 
towards the destination. The proposed MAC enhances the 
performance of an end-to-end data flow by up to 30% for a six 
hop transmission in a chain topology and is demonstrated to 
remain competitive for other network topologies and for a 
variety of packet sizes.  
 
 

Index Terms – Ad-Hoc, MAC, Queue, QoS, Network 
Saturation. 
 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning in Ad Hoc 
networks remains a challenging issue despite substantial 
research undertaken over the past decade [1]-[5]. Seminal 
papers have considered the capacity of a wireless network 
subject to multiple flows [6] but in this paper attention is 
restricted to a single multi-hop flow in the saturated region 
(a point where increasing the input data rates in the network 
does not enhance the performance further). Even in this 
case, due to high interference and limited bandwidth, 
network environments self-generate bottlenecks along 
multi-hop paths. The network saturates rapidly and end-to-
end throughput decays rapidly with path length [7]-[8].  

 
For a single multi-hop flow in an Ad Hoc wireless 

network, a node is considered to be active if it is a source 
node, a relay node, or a receiving node. In standard IEEE 
802.11DCF, all active nodes have equal probability of 
accessing the medium, and a node with i active nodes in its 
interference range may gain access to the medium with a 
probability of 1/i. In a linear chain topology, per node  
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access probability decreases as the hop count rises and the 
interfering nodes increases. For a long chain topology, the 
highest degree of interference occurs around the centre of 
the chain and is lower towards either the source or the 
destination ends of the chain. So, for a single flow along a 
chain, the queue utilization pattern will vary with the hop 
count. This motivates the design of a medium access 
mechanism that dynamically depends on the queue 
utilization of the participating nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A chain topology with four hop network 
 
In the given figure 1, if node A wants to send data to 

node E, as the number of hop increases, the degree of 
interference and the number of contenders also increases, so 
it gets harder to push the packets forward towards the 
destination. When node A uses the channel, node B and C 
has to differ, because node B is with the transmission range 
of node A and node C is within an interference range of 
node A. In such a distributed network with a shared channel 
mechanism, if a real time traffic with a high data rate of 
constant bit rate is generated at node A or node A acts as a 
gateway of the inflow traffics, the chances of buffer 
overflow is high since the access of the shared channel by 
node B or C would force node A to differ accessing the 
channel. Thus a ripple effect of differing upto two hop 
neighbours is formed when a node becomes active as a 
sender or as a relay node in a shared channel of multi hop 
network. So, achieving high end to end throughput is 
limited by the nature of the network.   

 
 In the condition of network saturation, losses of data in 

the network are mainly due to the queue being full, no route 
availability or retry count exceeded. Other kinds of drops 
are due to collision and packet error, but such packets are 
retransmitted if the TTL (Time To Live) and retry count are 
still valid. Problems induced by physical limitations like 
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